doing, underlies the rich variation in human chronotypes, colloquially referred to as larks and owls [2].
Thus, all five RNA profiles mirror the light environment: sion profiles of these four genes from the same tissues grown in different photoperiods. vvd RNA encodes a a rapid response to lights-on (resembling a "shock" response), adaptation, and (depending on their level at protein that contributes to photo-adaptation in Neurospora [21, 25, 26] and thus could regulate light signaling experimental dusk), a rapid decrease in response to lights-off. Even the spontaneous increase in frq, vvd, pathways that contribute to entrainment. In all photoperiods, the expression profiles of vvd RNA are similar to and con-10 appears to be triggered by lights-off, with a constant delay of 8 hr (see Table S2 ). This is consistent those of frq, except for their higher amplitude ( tory dependent. This contrasts with frq RNA expression,
